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Attention Increases Sensitivity of V4 Neurons
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Figure 2. Stimulus Configuration and Task
The monkey fixated a small dot at the center
of the computer screen. Sequences of ori-
ented, bar-shaped patches of grating were
simultaneously presented at two locations:
one at the hot spot of the V4 receptive field
(RF indicated by dashed black square) and
the other at an equally eccentric position in
the opposite hemifield. At the beginning of a
block of trials, a white cue box appeared at
one of the locations, to indicate which se-
quence should be attended. On each trial,
variable-length sequences of stimuli ap-
peared simultaneously at the two locations,
and the monkey’s task was to release a bar
when it detected a target stimulus (a rotated
square patch of grating) that appeared at the
cued location. Once the monkey was re-
sponding reliably to the appearance of the
target and ignoring distractor targets that oc-
casionally appeared at the uncued location,
the cue was removed, and the monkey had
to continue to attend to the cued location
throughout the rest of the trials. On each trial,

the length of the sequence was chosen at random to be from one to six stimuli. The contrast of each stimulus in the sequence was chosen
at random. Therefore, the monkey could not predict when the target would appear and could not predict the contrast of a stimulus before it
appeared.

69.8%, and 21.8% at successively lower target con- Population Average Responses
trasts. This decrease in performance at low contrast The response gain model predicted that the effects of
resulted from an increase in the number of error trials attention should increase with firing rate, and, therefore,
in which the monkey never released the bar when the stimulus contrast, but this prediction was not supported
target appeared. The percentage of no-release trials by the data. Rather, the effects of attention on firing
increased from 8% on high-contrast trials up to 75.2% rates were greatest at low contrast (low firing rates) and
at the lowest contrast tested. The percentage of trials smallest at high contrast (high firing rates), consistent
on which the monkey released prior to the appearance with the contrast gain model. This is illustrated in Figure
of the target (7.5%) did not depend on the contrast of 3, which shows an example of a neuron tested at five
the target. contrast levels, when attention was either directed away

from the stimulus in the receptive field (left column) or
toward it (middle column). The average response of theNeuronal Selectivity
neuron over time at each level of contrast is shown inAs indicated above, it was important that the nontarget
the right column. There was no effect of attention onstimulus did not drive the neuron to its maximum possi-
firing rate to the stimulus of 40% contrast (mean re-ble firing rate. Therefore, during the initial mapping pro-
sponses 28.0 6 1.2 SEM versus 29.3 6 1.4 SEM withcedure, we tried to identify a stimulus that elicited a
and without attention, two-tailed t test, p 5 0.49) or 80%response that, while clear, was smaller than the re-
contrast (mean responses 39.6.6 1.9SEMversus 37.96sponse elicited by the neuron’s preferred stimulus. We
1.6 SEM with and without attention, two-tailed t test,used this nonoptimal stimulus as the nontarget stimulus.
p5 0.51), averagedover the 400ms after stimulus onset.Then, in the main experiment, we included probe trials
At 20%contrast therewas a statistically significant (two-in which the preferred stimulus appeared instead of the
tailed t test, p 5 0.007) increase in response with atten-nontarget stimulus, while the monkey performed the
tion, from 27.5 6 1.4 SEM spikes per second to 33.7 6attention task at the position opposite the receptive
1.6 SEM spikes per second. The largest change in firingfield. Thirty-nine of the 84 neurons (46%) had signifi-
rate with attention was observed with the 10% contrastcantly different responses (computed over the 400 ms
stimulus,which did not elicit a significant responsewhenperiod following stimulus onset) to the preferred stimu-
it was unattended and was thus below the neuron’slus and the nontarget stimulus (unpaired t test, p , 0.01)
contrast–response threshold (mean response duringat high contrast. For these cells, the preferred stimulus
400ms after stimulus onset 13.56 1.4 SEMversusmeanelicited a response that was, on average, 65% higher
baseline response 12.3 6 0.7 SEM spikes per second,than the nontarget stimulus. Across the entire popula-
one-tailed t test, p 5 0.26). With attention to this sub-tion of 84 neurons, the response elicited by the preferred
threshold stimulus, the firing rate increased from 13.5 6stimulus was, on average, 29% greater than the re-
1.4 SEM spikes per second to 23.1 6 1.5 SEM spikessponse elicited by the nontarget stimulus. The differ-
per second, which was highly significant (two-tailed tence in response betweenpreferred and nontarget stim-
test, p5 0.00001). Thus, attention reduced the contrast–uli was highly statistically significant (paired t test, p ,
response threshold of the neuron while having no effect0.0001). Thus, neurons were not being driven to their

maximum physiological firing rate at high contrast. on the response to high-contrast stimuli.
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Figure 3. A Representative Neuron
The first two columns show the responses of a single neuron to a nontarget stimulus presented at five contrasts when attention was either
directed away from the receptive field (left column) or toward it (middle column). Stimulus contrasts are arranged from the lowest contrast
tested (5%) at the bottom up to the highest contrast tested (80%) on top. Each row corresponds to a single stimulus repetition, and each
tick mark indicates an individual spike. Responses are aligned to the time of stimulus onset (0 ms), and the thick black line at the bottom of
each panel shows the duration of the stimulus (250 ms). The right column shows the average response over time elicited when the stimulus
in the receptive field was ignored (gray line) or attended (black line), binned at 20 ms resolution. Attention had no effect on the responses to
40% and 80% contrast gratings. Attention caused a small but significant increase in response at 20% contrast. The neuron did not respond
to an unattended 10% contrast grating, but it responded clearly to the same stimulus when it was attended. Note that some raster plots have
fewer rows than others. To maintain a constant raster marker size, we inserted blank rows so that each raster plot has 53 rows.

We observed smaller increases in firing rate with at- test, p 5 0.25). However, there was a brief period late
in the response, from 200 to 300ms after stimulus onset,tention at high contrast across the population, as illus-

trated in Figure 4, which shows average responses of during which attention significantly (paired t test, p 5
0.004) increased absolute firing rate by 14% (25% in-the entire population of 84 neurons. Attention caused

the largest increases in firing rate to stimuli that were crease in response above baseline). Consistent with ob-
servations in primary visual cortex (Gawne et al., 1996),near the contrast–response threshold (the second low-

est contrast tested, second panel from left). Here, atten- response onset latency appears to increase at lower
contrasts.tion caused a 24% increase in the average absolute

firing rate (i.e., firing ratewithout subtracting away spon- The effects of attention were reduced at high contrast
both in terms of spikes per second and in terms oftaneous activity) during the 400 ms after stimulus onset,

and a 72% increase in the average response above percent increases in firing rate. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, which shows average responses to attended andbaseline. A significant increase in firing rate with atten-

tion continued throughout the duration of the response ignored stimuli as a function of contrast. Figure 5A
shows responses to attended (solid black line) and ig-(p, 0.001, paired t test). As stimulus contrast increased,

the effects of attention on the neuronal response de- nored (solid gray line) stimuli, averaged across neurons
that were significantly modulated by attention, ac-creased. At the highest contrast tested, attention

caused a 4% increase in absolute firing rate (9% in- cording to a two-way ANOVA (see Experimental Proce-
dures).crease in response above baseline), but this was not

statistically significant (paired t test, p 5 0.17). For this Consistentwith Luck et al. (1997),we found a small but
statistically significant increase in spontaneous activityhighest contrast stimulus, there was no effect of atten-

tion during the initial 100–200 ms time period (paired t when monkeys attended to the receptive field location
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Forgetting
• Forgetting refers to the inability to retrieve 

previously stored information.
• When you forget something, it means that it is 

unavailable to you at the time you are trying to 
remember it.

• The information may still be stored in in your 
memory, but for some reason you cannot retrieve 
it when you want to.



Forgetting Curve
• The forgetting curve shows the pattern (rate and 
amount) of forgetting that occurs over time.

• Generally, the graph shows that forgetting is rapid 
soon after original learning, then the rate of 
memory loss gradually declines, followed by 
stability in the memories that remain.



Ebbinghaus Curve
• Rate: rapid loss, gradual then stable
• Amount: 50% loss within 1 hour



Forgetting Curve
• More than half the memory loss occurs within the 

first hour after learning.
• Virtually all the material that will be forgotten is lost 

in the first eight hours (about 65%).
• In addition, information that is not quickly forgotten 

seems to be retained in memory over a long 
period of time.





Trace Decay



Memory “Traces”

• Short term memories are held as a pattern 
of neural activity
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amygdala, and parts of the multimodal association 
area of the temporal cortex bilaterally (Figure 65–2). 
After the surgery H.M.’s seizures were better control-
led, but he was left with a devastating memory deficit 
(or amnesia). What was so remarkable about H.M.’s 
deficit was its specificity.

He still had normal working memory, for seconds 
or minutes, indicating that the medial temporal lobe is 
not necessary for transient memory. He also had long–
term memory for events that had occurred before the 
operation. He remembered his name, the job he had 
held, and childhood events, although his memory of 
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Figure 65–1 The prefrontal cortex maintains a working 
memory. (Adapted, with permission, from Rainer, Asaad, and 
Miller 1998.)
A. The role of prefrontal cortex in maintaining information 
in working memory is often assessed in monkeys using 
electrophysiological methods in conjunction with the delayed-
match-to-sample (DMS) task. In this type of task each trial 
begins when the monkey grabs a response lever and fixates a 
small target at the center of a computer screen. An initial stim-
ulus (the “sample”) is briefly presented and must be held in 
working memory until the next stimulus (the “match”) appears. 
In the task illustrated here the monkey was required to remem-
ber the sample (“what”) and its location (“where”) and release 
the lever only in response to stimuli that “matched” on both 
dimensions.

B. Neural firing rates in the primate lateral prefrontal cortex 
during the delay period in the task are often above baseline and 
represent responses to the type of stimulus (what), the loca-
tion (where), and the integration of the two (what and where). 
At left is the activity of a prefrontal neuron to preferred objects 
(to which the neuron responds robustly) and to nonpreferred 
objects (to which the neuron responds minimally) during the 
task. Activity is robust when the monkey encounters the 
preferred object (sample) and during the delay. In the sketch at 
right the symbols represent recording sites where neurons that 
maintained each type of information (what, where, and what 
and where) were found. Typically, several types of neurons 
were found at one site; hence many symbols overlap and some 
symbols indicate more than one neuron.
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Bliss and Lomo’s First Published 
LTP Experiment







Displacement





Central Executive

Baddeley & Hitch, 1974

add / delete items from working 
memory

selecting from items
recall from long term memory
transfer to long term memory





Interference



Interference Theory
• Interference theory proposes that forgetting in 

LTM occurs because other memories interfere 
with the retrieval of what we are trying to recall, 
particularly if the other memories are similar.

• The more similar the information, the more likely it 
is that interference will occur.

• Furthermore, if learning of the similar information 
occurs close in time, interference is more likely.





Retroactive Interference
• When new information interferes with the ability to 

remember old information, psychologists refer to 
the interference as retroactive interference.





Proactive Interference
• Information learned previously can interfere with 

our ability to remember new information.  This 
effect is called proactive interference.









How does interference disrupt a 
memory?





Figure 7.13



Retrieval Failure



Retrieval Failure Cue
• According to retrieval failure theory we 

sometimes forget because we lack or fail to use 
the right cues to retrieve information stored in 
memory.

• This explanation of forgetting suggests that 
memories are not actually forgotten, but are 
temporarily inaccessible or unavailable because of 
an inappropriate or faulty cue.

• This theory is often referred to as cue-dependent 
forgetting.



Retrieval Failure Cue
• A retrieval cue is any stimulus that assists the 

process of locating and recovering information 
stored in memory.

• Basically a retrieval cue acts as a prompt or a hint 
that guides the search and recovery process 
within memory. 







Motivated Forgetting



Motivated Forgetting
• Motivated forgetting is used to describe 

forgetting that arises from a strong motive or 
desire to forget, usually because the experience is 
too disturbing or upsetting to remember.



Repression
• Repression is an unconscious process through 

which an individual blocks a memory of an event 
or experience from entering conscious awareness.

• This explanation is based on the observations of 
Austrian psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (1856-
1939) that individuals sometimes unconsciously 
prevent a memory from entering conscious 
awareness because it is too psychological 
painful or unpleasant to remember the specific 
information.



Suppression
• Unlike repression, suppression involves being 

motivated to forget an event or experience by 
making a deliberate, conscious effort to keep it 
out of conscious awareness.

• Although the person remains aware of the 
experience and knows that the associated event 
actually did occur, they consciously choose not to 
think about it.
– e.g. something embarrassing



Memory Loss



Decay Theory
• Decay theory is based on an assumption that 

when something new is learned, a physical or 
chemical trace of the experience is formed.

• The memory trace containing stored information is 
formed in the brain as the information is 
consolidated in LTM.



Decay Theory
• According to decay theory, forgetting occurs 

because a memory (or the memory trace) fades 
through disuse as time passes, unless it is 
reactivated by being used occasionally.

• If the memory trace simply decayed over time, it 
would be reasonable to assume that the 
presentation of retrieval cues would have no effect 
on the retrieval of information or events that have 
been held in LTM for a considerable period of 
time—but it does.



Decay Theory



HOW?

Increased neurotransmitter release
Increase receptors
Structural changes

strengthen



Aging









Brain Weight and Aging



Effects of ageing
• Generally, results of research studies indicate that 

there may be some naturally occurring decline in 
some aspects of memory among older people; 
however, memory decline is not an inevitable 
consequence of aging.

• If a decline in memory is experienced through 
aging, effects are more likely to be experienced in 
working memory and the declarative memory 
systems (episodic and semantic memories) than 
in procedural memory.



Effects of ageing on STM
• In general, if the task is relatively simple, such as 

remembering a list of words, STM is not affected 
by age.

• However, if a task is more complicated, requiring 
simultaneous storage and manipulation of 
information in working memory, or when attention 
must be divided between tasks, then age-related 
factors may impact on effective STM functioning 
(Whitbourne, 2001).



Effects of ageing on STM
• Neuroimaging studies have shown that beyond 60 

years of age, there is a decrease in the activation 
of areas in the frontal lobes of the brain believed to 
be involved in STM.

• In addition, the nervous systems of older people 
are less efficient at receiving and transmitting 
information, and therefore the rate or speed at 
which information is processed in STM is slower 
(Rypma & D’Esposito, 2000).





Effects of aging on LTM
• Research findings indicate that some LTM stores 

are more likely to be affected by age than others.
• For example, most studies of episodic memory

have found a steep decline in this type of memory 
as people age.
– Episodic memory can start to decline as early as age 30 

or as late as age 50.



Effects of aging on LTM
• Although many semantic and procedural 

memories are not easily lost, older people take 
longer to learn new information and skills—
including information that would be stored as 
semantic and procedural memories respectively.
– It seems that older people do not encode new 

information with as much detail or as precisely as young 
people.

– Furthermore, the speed and fluency or retrieval of 
information from semantic memory particularly can 
decline with age (Baddeley, 1999).



Effects of aging on LTM
• Psychologists have proposed several explanations 

for the memory changes that tend to occur as 
people age.

• These include:
– lack of motivation
– loss of confidence in their memory
– kind of measure of retention used
– the slowing of the central nervous system functioning







Amnesia



Organic Amnesia
• The term amnesia is used to refer to loss of 

memory, either partial or complete, temporary or 
permanent.

• Many causes of forgetting have an organic or 
physiological basis, which results from some sort 
of damage to the brain, usually in a specific 
structure or area of the brain associated with 
memory.
– Brain damage may be caused by disease, stroke, head 

injury, long-term alcoholism, severe malnutrition, brain 
surgery or through aging.



Anterograde Amnesia
• If brain damage causes loss of memory only for 

information or events experienced after the person 
sustains brain damage, it is called anterograde 
amnesia.
– Antero means forward: in this case, forward in time.

• In general, the memory of information or events 
experienced prior to the damage still remains.



Anterograde Amnesia
• For people who experience anterograde amnesia, 

information enters sensory memory, is attended to 
and transferred to STM.

• It can be manipulated in STM and rehearsed 
indefinitely, but the brain structures involved in 
transferring it from STM to LTM (and/or implanting 
it in LTM) are damaged, therefore no new 
permanent memories can be formed.

• Research findings suggest that the hippocampus 
has a key role in the transfer of information from 
STM to LTM.



Anterograde Amnesia
• Korsakoff’s syndrome is a medical condition, 

mainly affecting alcoholics, causing acute 
inflammation of the brain which results in brain 
damage that impacts on their ability to form new 
memories.

• Alzheimer’s disease: An organic disorder 
involving the gradual widespread degeneration of 
brain cells which produces increasingly severe 
deterioration of mental abilities, personal skills and 
behaviour.



Decreased Cerebral Metabolism

Alzheimer's Normal



Neuronal Degeneration

Normal Alzheimer’s



Retrograde Amnesia
• If brain damage affects memory for information or 

events experienced before the person sustains the 
damage, it is called retrograde amnesia.
– Retro means backwards: in this case, backwards in 

time.
• The memory loss may extend back a few 

moments, days, weeks or sometimes years.



Retrograde Amnesia
• Typically, people who experience retrograde 

amnesia find that their inability to remember 
information and events leading up to the brain 
trauma gradually disappears.

• However, people who have experienced 
retrograde amnesia typically find that their memory 
for the period immediately before the accident is 
never recovered.





Forgetting



Eidetic Memory



What is it?
Commonly known as photographic memory

“The ability to store visual information vividly and 
faithfully, so that random details can be “read” out of the 
image later.”



Haber Criteria

Seeing image as projected on to space

Use of present tense when reporting

Ability to superimpose two images to make 
composite image



Figure 7.9

FIGURE 7.9 Test picture like that used to identify children with eidetic imagery. To test your eidetic 
imagery, look at the picture for 30 seconds. Then look at a blank surface and try to “project” the picture on 
it. If you have good eidetic imagery, you will be able to see the picture in detail. Return now to the text and 
try to answer the questions there. (Redrawn from an illustration in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland.) 





Other Criteria
Ability to “see” the image that is exact copy of original 
sensory experience 

Recall image at a later time (minutes, hours, days, 
months)

Recall in vivid detail

Ability to scan the image with eyes in its absence (usually 
during recall)



Critics

Marvin Minsky on “photographic memory”

“unfounded myths….only professional 
magicians or charlatans can produce such 
demonstrations” (1985).



Examples of Eidetics/Eidetikers

Elizabeth
Tests performed by Stromeyer and Pstoka
(1970) at Harvard
Write poetry in foreign language after years
Stereogram, both eyes scan different dot image 
to create one

Controversial

Never repeated 



Examples

Kim Peek  
Memorized (90% recall) over 12,000 books. 
Each eye can read its own page separately.

Real “Rain Man”

Autistic savant



Stephen Wiltshire



Stephen Wiltshire

Stephen Wiltshire
Called “Human Camera”

Create extraordinarily detailed sketches of 
places after only seeing once.

Autistic savant





Explanations

Virtually everyone uses visual memory and 
has the capacity to improve their recall 
through practice and mneumonics…

What makes eidetikers eidetikers?



Myths about Eidetic Imagery

Can have absolute recall

Linked to intelligence

Prevalent in adults

“Hollywoodization”
Good Will Hunting
X Files

Mnemonist
Darren Brown



Memory Experts

They had a university student (SF) practice the digit span task for 1 hour per day 
for 2 years

Over this time, his span increased from about 7 items to 80 items

Encoding and retrieval principles in action:

He increased his span to 18 items by relating numbers to known 
running times (e.g. 3594 = �Bannister�s time for the mile�)

He further increased his span by organizing those chunks into a 
hierarchical structure 

Speed-up principle in action:

He became much faster at chunking and organizing the numbers 
with extensive practice

However, his newfound ability did NOT generalize to other memory tasks

He maintained average letter and word spans

• Ericsson and Chase (1982)



Memory Experts

Thompson et al. (1991)
Rajan Mahadevan: Previously held the world record for memorizing the 

most digits of pi (30,000) (note: new record Akira Haraguchi 83,431 digits)

Found that he had an unusual digit span:
59 visually presented digits
63 for heard digits

He chunked digits into strings of 10–15 digits, not the typical 3–4
This initially suggested a natural enhancement of his basic memory capacity

However, arguing against a natural superiority, he has an average:
Symbol span

Ability to remember the position and orientation of various objects

Memory for word lists and stories

It turns out that he uses various associations and patterns to group digits.



Thank You!


